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Design Brief: Around the World

Use your fashion passport to explore people, places, culture and fashion around the world. Use what you learn about other parts of the globe to inspire your creation.
Current Fashion Trends

The Top 10 Trends From The Spring 2011 Collections
BLUE JEAN BABY
BUILDING BLOCKS
EASTERN FRONT
INTO THE WILD
LACE RACE
SHEER BLISS
DOWN TO BUSINESS
THAT ‘70S SHOW
PUNK’D
PRINTS CHARMING
SPRING 2011 TRENDS ALERTS
DREAM GIRLS
OH, YVES
NEW YORK DOLL
CHOW, BABY
STUDIO DAZE
Current Fashion Trends

The Top 10 Trends From The Fall 2011 Collections
MOD, MOD WORLD
SPOT ON
PURE AND SIMPLE
DARK AND STORMY
RIGHT ANGLES
HAIL VICTORIA
WARMING TREND